Standard 2' x 4' Grid Assembly for GL

23 7/8" Inside Clips
Completed Cross Tee Grid Clip Assembly

24 1/8" Vertical On Center

22 3/4" Opening

46 7/8" Opening

48 1/4" Vertical On Center

48" Inside Clips

4' Tee

Main runner

Cross Tee Grid Clip

Lock Clip

Hanging wire holes

23 7/8" Inside Clips

24 1/8" Vertical On Center

22 3/4" Opening

46 7/8" Opening

48 1/4" Vertical On Center

48" Inside Clips

4' Tee

Main runner

Cross Tee Grid Clip

Lock Clip

Hanging wire holes
Grid Lock 12' main runner
Grid Lock 8' fiberglass wall angle
Grid Lock 2' fiberglass cross Tee
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GL_c2.04
Splice clips should be supported on both side by hanging wire.
Standard Grid Flush Wall Assembly

Perspective View

Bottom edge of wall angle flush to bottom edge of grid

Side View

Wall Angle
Wall Clip
Grid
Wall Clip
Grid
Wall angle
Standard Grid Assembly with 1/16" Gasket

1/16" Gasket (Aligned to Edge)

Fiberglass suspension grid

Panel

Panel
GridLock SA standard access assembly

1/4" or to Match Panel System

1"

7/32"

GLSA_c2.20
Grid Lock SA panel hold down clips

Standard Panel Hold Down Clip

Grip range of .750" - 1.250"

Reveal Panel Hold Down Clip

Grip range of .080" - .750"
Locked down panel

Modified push-down clip

1/16" Gasket (Aligned to Edge)

Access Panel

1/16" Gasket (Aligned to Edge)

Fiberglass suspension grid

Grid Lock Toggle Clip

Select Access Grid Assembly with 1/16" Gasket
Complete Standard Grid Assembly for GL

Lock Clip

4' or 2' Tee

Cross Tee

Grid Clip

Main runner or 4' Tee